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CALL REPORTDocument's Author: Douglas Horne/ARRB Date Created: 06/30/97 The Players Description of the 

Call Date: 06/30/97Subject: Anna (pronounced "Anne") Winner Returned Doug Horne's CallsSummary of the 

Call:Anne Winner returned my two calls of last week. My desire was to follow-up on business discussed at our 

May 14, 1997 meeting (for which I had no current status), and to discuss two items of new business for which 

the ARRB will soon be sending out letters (requests for additional information).I began by acknowledging 

receipt of DIA's classified letter regarding the 17 PTC documents for which DIA conducted declassification 

review. I explained to her that the documents were received on June 24, 1997, the day after her telephone 

call with Ron Haron, which explains why Ron had no knowledge of this during their phone call on June 23.I also 

told her that ARRB staff had completed review of the SF 135s covering 1963-64 documents DIA had retired to 

Suitland, and said there was nothing in that group we wanted to have pulled and reviewed, based on the 

identifiers provided in the 135s.Request for Status of May 14 Meeting Agenda/Action Items:-Search for 

records related to "Captain William Edwards of DIA" (see FBI Hoover memo of November 29, 1963): she said 

that DIA had searched immediately for any such records right after our meeting, with negative results, and 

that they were unable to identify which of the armed services Captain Edwards was a member of, or provide 

any identifiers whatsoever. I asked her to include a statement describing the searches conducted in DIA's final 

compliance statement.-Search of 3 boxes of records identified by ARRB in my memo of May 14, 1997 as 

possibly containing assassination records: I reminded her that it was unclear at the conclusion of our meeting 

whether DIA would look through these 3 boxes, or whether ARRB staff would. I told her it was my distinct 

impression that DIA had preferred to conduct the searches for possible assassination records themselves. She 

said that nothing had been done on this yet, and asked me to remind her which three boxes I was talking 

about; I reminded her that they were identified in my memo of May 14, and read her the accession numbers 

for the three boxes (ONI Naval Attache reports from 1950-59; Army Intelligence Reports from 1963; and Navy 

Intelligence Reports from 1963). At this point she asked me to fax her this memo of May 14th, which I had 

hand-delivered to her myself at the meeting; she said that faxing it would "save her a lot of time." (I did so 

following the phone call.) My understanding following this call is that DIA will pull these 3 boxes, look for 

assassination-related records, and if found, conduct declassification review.-Search for Specific Categories of 

Records Which the DIA Historian Had Suggested Might Be Held by Operations Personnel Within DIA (i.e., 

outside of normal record-keeping systems): I reminded Anne that during our May 14, 1997 meeting, DIA 

Historian Deane Allen had suggested she ask DIA Operations personnel for Mongoose/Cuban destabilization 
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